
WE DO
TRANSLATION

Rooted in patents, with burgeoning 
expertise, we’ve branched out in every field.
Helping you communicate quickly and 
easily, candidly and effectively. From every  
language to every language.



INNOVATION

InnovaLang stands for both Innovation 
in Languages and the Language of Innovation, 
concepts we have long embraced with 
over 30,000 patents translated to date.

Language services for innovation, 
innovation for language services

InnovaLang was founded in 2011 by a group of translation  
experts. We have two offices, an in-house staff of seven, 
dozens of translators and editors working regularly with us, 
and a freelance roster that runs into the hundreds.

From our roots in the patent world (30,000+ patents 
translated) and the technical, scientific, legal, marketing 
and web arenas, we’ve expanded over the years into 
every sector that needs translations, adopting selected 
technologies to keep enhancing our quality of service.



THE INNOVALANG WAY

PUNCTUAL

For us, meeting delivery deadlines is an article 
of faith; a proactive problem-solving approach 
offers added value.

UP TO DATE

We keep all our people fully up to date through 
refresher courses, seminars and newsletters 
and by sharing technical glossaries and translation 
memories.

OPEN

Our offices are open Monday to Friday from 9 am 
to 6 pm, but the work never stops!

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

InnovaLang translates around the clock; 
we can handle any urgent requests remotely.

YOUR TRUSTED CONTACT

Every order is handled by a dedicated in-house 
project management team, who act as your main 
contact point.

PROFESSIONALS

Your translations are always placed with specialist 
translators who are native in the target language 
and with whom we have ongoing relationships 
based on continual training and oversight.



You can make a masterpiece. 
But if you translate it badly,  
the entire effect will be lost.

Saving on translation costs might sound appealing. 
But putting your products and services in the hands 
of the cheapest agencies or translators will surely cost 
you more in the end – when you have to redo everything  
or, in the best-case scenario, when you lose sales by putting  
your international credibility at risk.

At InnovaLang, we use language technology 
and innovations when they help to achieve quality.  
And we base our processes around people: from clients 
and consultants to staff and suppliers.

Quality control for us is not an optional  
extra; it is always a key part of our workflow.

Translation is a serious business for 
professionals only, and professionals 
are central to what we do. Every time.

REASSURING

We have professional indemnity insurance cover 
with AIG (policy number Y13OPI0586) for your 
complete peace of mind.

ETHICAL

We do our bit to build a sustainable, ethical 
professional environment. 



PARTNERS

In the legal arena, we work with 
LexTranslate, a network of lawyer-linguists 
who combine legal practice with in-depth 
foreign-language expertise.

SardexPay is a platform for exchanging 
goods and services with a complementary 
currency that adds value to the business 
as part of a community.

IC&Partners is an internationalization 
consulting firm that works alongside 
companies to support their process of 
entry or development in foreign markets.

Confindustria is the main association 
representing manufacturing and service 
companies in Italy, with a voluntary 
membership of > 150k companies.

PATREN stands for Patent Translation 
Engine, and is the machine translation 
AI we have developed to cope with 
the IP industry translation requirements, 
especially for Unitary Patent purposes.

Since 2022 we have been part of WarFree,  
a network of entrepreneurs, traders and 
professionals for peace and ecological  
transition: a great movement born in Sardinia.

The Startup Turismo association represents  
over 130 travel start-ups in Italy.



Turin

Cagliari

InnovaLang Srl
traduzioni@innovalang.eu

www.innovalang.eu
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